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Some background
 Tajua - Tieteen avoin
julkaiseminen, or the Open 
Scientific Publishing project
 A national project to promote 
open access principles at 
Finnish libraries and improve 
the availability of Finnish 
research
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A bit more 
 In Finland, more than 60 organisations have an institutional 
repository 
 13 repository instances in total, 7 of them hosted by NatLib
 All except one based on DSpace
 Some are shared repository instances of up to 27 organisations
 All use Qualified Dublin Core
 Over 300,000 open access full-text publications
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Initial challenges
 Heterogeneous metadata practices
 Ad hoc solutions made in a rush to meet deadlines
 Non-standard Dublin Core fields
 Aggregation of repository metadata problematic
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Examples of non-standard metadata fields
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Source: doria.fi
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Repository managers in distress
 No general metadata guidelines for repositories before
 Partly outdated metadata guidelines for theses and dissertations
 Maintenance, development and migrations difficult and time 
consuming
 Difficulties in complying with the requirements of national and 
international metadata aggregators
 Repository managers had to fend for themselves
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Metadata working group to the rescue
 Over 80 experts from organisations around the country got 
involved in the project
 Smaller working group formed from people most interested to 
contribute
 Several NatLib experts actively involved in the work and a few 
more were consulted on specific aspects of metadata
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Priorities
 Approach to the project was practical, goal-oriented
 A single metadata format cannot comply with all requirements 
 Aim to develop an internal format rich and accurate enough
 Repository crosswalks and APIs can be modified to provide 
metadata that fits aggregators’ needs 
 Semantic uniformity prioritised over having exactly “the right” 
metadata fields
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Desperately seeking metadata practices
 Exploring common metadata 
formats, standards, and 
aggregators
 Compiling and comparing 
most used metadata fields in 
the repository metadata
 Suggesting metadata fields 
closer to standard Dublin Core 
as basis for general guidelines
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Snippet from the 1st draft 
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Communication is key
 Spreadsheets collected into Google Drive for easy access and 
editing
 Meetings held online and in person
 Emails and NatLib’s public online forum used to communicate 
developments
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Suddenly, it was published
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Nuts and bolts
 Final version was published in National Library’s public wiki page
 Settled on 62 Dublin Core -based metadata fields with various 
qualifiers
 11 extra metadata fields in a separate namespace in case 
repository is used for reporting the research publication metadata 
to the Ministry of Education and Culture’s annual data collection
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Example: before and after
Previous dc.date qualifiers New metadata guidelines
 dc.date.available
 dc.date.issued
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Important fields
 Title
 Author
 Date of publication
 Persistent Identifier (usually URN-based addresses)
 Language
 User rights (preferably CC licences)
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Future plans and implementation
 Metadata guidelines will be introduced to a wider audience via 
presentations in seminars and webinars
 Many repositories have made preliminary inspections on how to 
implement the guidelines
 At the repositories hosted by NatLib alterations to existing records 
should start in the autumn (after a DSpace version upgrade)
 Guidelines will be kept up to date in the future
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Final thoughts
 Uniform metadata is essential
 Getting the repository community involved en masse is important
 Ways to participate in the development work must be as easy as 
possible
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We did it, and received
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The Saimaa-Ringed-Seal-of-Approval
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Thank you!
Metadata guidelines: https://www.kiwi.fi/x/94R7B
Tanja Vienonen, tanja.vienonen@helsinki.fi
@tanjamarimint
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